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Continuing increase of signaling speeds in electronic systems fuel strong R&D efforts in ultra short reach optical interconnects. Also market requirements for increasing performance of photonic devices coupled with cost and size reduction pressures stimulate strong research activities to support increasing levels of integration, miniaturization, and process automation in photonics. This conference will address a number of topics related to optical interconnects; device and component integration, assembly, and testing; materials science and technologies for photonics applications; as well as micro-optics and nano-photonics in component design and manufacturing.

Papers are solicited in the following areas:

Optical Interconnects (OI)
- board-to-board and chip-to-chip OI
- waveguide, substrate guided, lay-in fiber and free space OI
- active optical cables
- ultraperformance intrachip communications
- light sources and high-speed detectors for OI
- component assembly; fully embedded components
- 3D optical routing and assembly
- connectors and light coupling approaches
- advanced OI fabrication and processing technologies
- insertion of OI in Si CMOS process compatible environment
- new trends in ultra short reach optical links.

Parallel Optical Links (POL)
- integration and packaging of transceivers for POL
- on-board POL for Tb/s opto-boards
- optical bus architectures for on-board OI
- laser and photodiode arrays for POL applications
- assembly and alignment of arrayed components
- optical and electrical design for POL.

Micro-optics and nanophotonics
- refractive and diffractive microoptic elements for device packages, interconnects, displays, sensors
- lenses, lens arrays, fiber arrays, surface gratings, Bragg gratings, holographic optical elements (HOE)
- microoptic systems and integrated microoptics
- beam shaping and thermal/spectral management of laser diodes
- nano-fabrication technologies for optical elements.

Component integration
- integration and assembly of planar lightwave circuits (PLC), high-power lasers, high-speed transceivers, optical sensors
- integrated component design and fabrication
- hybrid and monolithic device integration
- passive micro-optic alignment methods
- O/E integration for III-V and Si photonics
- multi-channel device packaging
- thermal and structural modeling
- tical alignment and attachment automation.

**Materials technology**
- advanced photonics packaging materials
- polymers for integrated optics and interconnects
- polymer optical fibers (POF)
- packaging adhesives and their reliability
- nano-materials and applications
- holographic materials.
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Abstract Due Date: 13 July 2009
Manuscript Due Date: 18 December 2009

ATTEND THE CONFERENCE
Present a paper to an international audience
Receive feedback from your peers
Hear the latest research
Network with your colleagues.

PUBLISH YOUR WORK
Publish your work—fast. Your work will appear in the SPIE Digital Library 2 to 4 weeks after the meeting
Contribute to and gain visibility in the most extensive resource available for optics and photonics content—250,000+ journal articles and proceedings manuscripts
Proceedings of SPIE are referenced in leading scientific databases and indices
SPIE Digital Library has the highest number of citations for patent applications in optics and photonics.

1. By submitting an abstract, I agree to the following conditions:
   - An author or coauthor (including keynote, invited, and solicited speakers) will register at the reduced author registration rate, attend the meeting, and make the presentation as scheduled. (Current SPIE Members receive an additional discount on the registration fee.)
   - Authors and coauthors attending the meeting must obtain funding for their registration fees, travel, and accommodations, independent of SPIE, through their sponsoring organizations before submitting abstracts.
   - All clearances, including government and company clearance, have been obtained to present and publish. If you are a DoD contractor, allow at least 60 days for clearance.
   - SPIE is authorized to circulate your abstract to conference committee members for review and selection purposes.
   - Accepted abstracts may be published with the printed Final Programs or on a CD-ROM for distribution at the meeting. Please submit only 250-word abstracts that are suitable for publication.
   - Please also submit a 100-word abstract suitable for early release. If accepted, this abstract text will be published prior to the meeting in online or printed programs promoting the conference.
   - A full-length manuscript (8-12 pages) for any accepted oral or poster presentation (including keynote, invited, and solicited presentations) will be submitted for publication in the SPIE Digital Library, printed conference Proceedings, and CD-ROM.

2. Prepare to submit:
   - Have all contact information (full names, affiliations, addresses, phone numbers, and emails) for your coauthors ready.
   - Only original material should be submitted.
   - Abstracts should contain enough detail to clearly convey the approach and the results of the research.
   - Commercial papers, papers with no new research/development content, and papers where supporting data or a technical description cannot be given for proprietary reasons should not be submitted, and will not be accepted for presentation in this conference.

3. Submit your abstract online:
Browse to locate the conference to which you are submitting at:

http://spie.org/opto

Click on “Submit an abstract.”

If you have a MySPIE account, sign in using your username and password. First-time users of MySPIE can create a new account by clicking on the Create an Account link.